
-Grade Level      8 
 

Teacher/Room: Sue Watters/ 148   Week of: 3-20-17 

Unit Vocabulary:  

current The flow of electricity through a wire. 

electricity Producing energy through charged particles. 

electromagnet 
A metal core that's soft that creates a very strong magnet after a current passes 
through wire that is coiled around it. 

electron A small particle that carries one unit of negative energy. 

force Power that's active. 

lodestone Natural magnetized materials that are used as magnets. 

magnet An object made out of material such as iron that have magnetic properties. 

attract To pull together with physical force. 

repel To move or force back or away. 

circuit The entire path or part of the path that over which an electric current flows. 

compass 
 

 

Monday    3-20-17    

CC Standards: S8P5. Students will recognize characteristics of gravity, 
electricity, and magnetism as major kinds of forces acting in nature.  

a. Recognize that every object exerts gravitational force on every other object and that 
the force exerted depends on how much mass the objects have and how far apart they are.  
c. Investigate and explain that electric currents and magnets can exert force on each other. 
 STEM  2-3rd Science 1st and 4th 
Instructional Strategies/ 
Resources Used:    

chrome-
extension://gbkeegbaiigmenfmjfclcdgdpimamgkj/
views/app.html 

 

 

Learning Target I know how non-contact forces 
compare and contrast. 

I know how a magnetic force acts on 
objects. 

Activating: http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/ex
ploring_magnetism/space_weather/presentation.
html 

 

http://www.troup.k12.ga.us/userfiles/929/my%20fi
les/science/ms%20science/8th%20science/electricit
y_magnetism/electricity_magnetism_unit_resource
s_schoolpointe.pdf?id=21324 

 

Class Activity: warm-up A magnetic resonance 

imager (MRI) is used in hospitals to 
observe internal organs. The 
patient being imaged cannot have 

1. Warm-up- What is the 

negatively charged particle 
that flows through a circuit? 
 

http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/space_weather/presentation.html
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/space_weather/presentation.html
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/space_weather/presentation.html
http://www.troup.k12.ga.us/userfiles/929/my%20files/science/ms%20science/8th%20science/electricity_magnetism/electricity_magnetism_unit_resources_schoolpointe.pdf?id=21324
http://www.troup.k12.ga.us/userfiles/929/my%20files/science/ms%20science/8th%20science/electricity_magnetism/electricity_magnetism_unit_resources_schoolpointe.pdf?id=21324
http://www.troup.k12.ga.us/userfiles/929/my%20files/science/ms%20science/8th%20science/electricity_magnetism/electricity_magnetism_unit_resources_schoolpointe.pdf?id=21324
http://www.troup.k12.ga.us/userfiles/929/my%20files/science/ms%20science/8th%20science/electricity_magnetism/electricity_magnetism_unit_resources_schoolpointe.pdf?id=21324


anything that will be attracted to 
the imager's powerful magnet. 
Which might cause a patient 

problems? 
2. Current Event Presentations 

3.  PowerPoint Notes- Magnetism  
ppt is posted in Google 
Classroom- Review and take 
notes  
chrome-
extension://gbkeegbaiigmenfmjfcl
cdgdpimamgkj/views/app.html 
 
 

3. PowerPoint Notes- take notes 
while we watch the ppt 
 
4. Chapter 21 (Vocabulary- define) 
 
Finish  vocabulary 

Assessment   

Homework: Magnetism Quiz Thursday  

Differentiation:  Guided notes provided as needed 

   

Tuesday     3-21-17   

CC Standards: S8P5. Students will recognize characteristics of gravity, 
electricity, and magnetism as major kinds of forces acting in nature. 

b. Demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of series and parallel circuits and 
how they transfer energy.  

c. Investigate and explain that electric currents and magnets can exert force on each 
other.  

 

 STEM-  Science-  
Instructional Strategies/ 
Resources Used:    

Hands on lab- build an 
electromagnet 

Investigating magnets 

Learning Target I can describe how to create a 
temporary magnet. 

I can describe how atoms in 
materials with and without 
magnetic domains differ.  

Activating:  Create a human “magnet” given + 
and - signs 

Class Activity  Warm-up- As an astronaut travels 

from Earth to a space station 
orbiting Earth, what happens to her 

mass and weight? 
Electromagnet Lab Day 1 

Rotation #1- magnetic fields 

Rotation #2- building an 
electromagnet 
Rotation #3- Build a compass 
Rotation #4- Math connection 
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwa
yed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/
magnetism_on_earth/guide_activit

Warm-up- As an astronaut travels 

from Earth to a space station orbiting 
Earth, what happens to her mass 

and weight? 

 
Magnets Day #1 
Rotation #1- Investigating 
materials to determine magnetic 
domain- create temporary magnets 
and then de-magnify 

Rotation #2- Draw a magnetic 
fields 

http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/magnetism_on_earth/guide_activity8.pdf
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/magnetism_on_earth/guide_activity8.pdf
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/magnetism_on_earth/guide_activity8.pdf


y8.pdf 
 

Homework: Study for quiz Thursday Study for quiz Thursday 

Differentiation:   

Assessment  Understanding of lab concepts 
ticket out the door 

Wednesday        3-22-17 

CC Standards:  

 S8P5. Students will recognize characteristics of gravity, electricity, and 
magnetism as major kinds of forces acting in nature.  

a. Recognize that every object exerts gravitational force on every other object and that 
the force exerted depends on how much mass the objects have and how far apart they are.  

b. Demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of series and parallel circuits and 
how they transfer energy.  

c. Investigate and explain that electric currents and magnets can exert force on each 
other.  

 STEM Science 
Instructional Strategies/ 
Resources Used:    

Hands on Hands on 

Learning Target I can make an electromagnetic 
motor. 

 I can use basic materials to 
make a non-magnetic material 
magnetic 

Activating:  
 

 

 

Class Activity: 1. Warm-up- What is one 
result of the effect of 

gravity? 
 

2. Electromagnet Lab Day 2 
Rotation #1- magnetic fields 

Rotation #2- building an 
electromagnet and then vary the 
force using multiple variables 

Rotation #3- Build a compass 

Warm-up The battery in 
Circuit 1 is new, and the 

circuit is complete, but the 
bulbs will not light. Identify 

the type of circuit and explain 
possible reasons when 
neither bulb will light in this 

circuit. 

1. Notebook Check-  
 

Rotation #3*Build a compass 
 

Assessment: Formative observations during 
labs 

Formative observations during 
labs 

Homework:   

Differentiation:  Kit components/ guidelines vary 

Thursday         3-23-17 

http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SEGwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/magnetism_on_earth/guide_activity8.pdf


CC Standard 

S8P5. Students will recognize characteristics of gravity, electricity, and 
magnetism as major kinds of forces acting in nature.  

a. Recognize that every object exerts gravitational force on every other object and that 
the force exerted depends on how much mass the objects have and how far apart they are.  

b. Demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of series and parallel circuits and 
how they transfer energy.  

c. Investigate and explain that electric currents and magnets can exert force on each 
other.  

  

 STEM Science 
Instructional Strategies/ 
Resources Used:    

  

Learning Target I can compare non-contact forces. I can state the three non-contact 
forces. 

Activating:  
 

 
 

Class Activity:  Quiz on Non-Contact Forces 
Finish any lab rotations not done 
AND/OR notebook work incomplete 

Quiz on Magnetism 
 
Finish notebook work and 
submit 

 

Assessment: Summative Summative  

Homework: Notebooks due tomorrow Notebooks Due tomorrow 

Differentiation:  Modified quiz 

Friday        3-24-17 

CC Standard 

 

 STEM Science 
Instructional Strategies/ 
Resources Used:    

Student technology Student technology 

Learning Target I can research the advantages and 
disadvantages of new technologies 
and how they transfer energy. 

I can use technology to research 
gadgets that demonstrate electric 
currents. 

Activating:   

Class Activity: Warm- up- One day in the future, a 
planet with half the mass of the 
Earth is found. If everything else is 
the same, what would happen to 

your weight if you visited this 
planet? 
 
2. Google Classroom Assignment 

1. Warm-up- A(n) __________ 

circuit has only one path for 
the current to take. 

 
2. Google Classroom Assignment 
 
 

 



Assessment:   

Homework:   

Differentiation: Engineering concepts  

 

8th Grade Standards 

Co-Requisite – Characteristics of Science Habits of Mind  
 

S8CS1. Students will explore the importance of curiosity, honesty, openness, 
and skepticism in science and will exhibit these traits in their own efforts to 
understand how the world works.  

a. Understand the importance of—and keep—honest, clear, and accurate records in 
science.  

b. Understand that hypotheses can be valuable even if they turn out not to be 
completely accurate.  
 

S8CS2. Students will use standard safety practices for all classroom laboratory 
and field investigations.  

a. Follow correct procedures for use of scientific apparatus.  
b. Demonstrate appropriate techniques in all laboratory situations.  
c. Follow correct protocol for identifying and reporting safety problems and violations.  

 

S8CS3. Students will have the computation and estimation skills necessary for 
analyzing data and following scientific explanations.  

a. Analyze scientific data by using, interpreting, and comparing numbers in several 
equivalent forms, such as integers, fractions, decimals, and percents.  

b. Find the mean, median, and mode and use them to analyze a set of scientific data.  
c. Apply the metric system to scientific investigations that include metric to metric 

conversions (i.e., centimeters to meters).  
d. Decide what degree of precision is adequate, and round off appropriately.  
e. Address the relationship between accuracy and precision.  
f. Use ratios and proportions, including constant rates, in appropriate problems.  

 

S8CS4. Students will use tools and instruments for observing, measuring, and 
manipulating equipment and materials in scientific activities utilizing safe 
laboratory procedures.  

a. Use appropriate technology to store and retrieve scientific information in topical, 
alphabetical, numerical, and keyword files, and create simple files.  

b. Use appropriate tools and units for measuring objects and/or substances.  
c. Learn and use standard safety practices when conducting scientific investigations.  

 



S8CS5. Students will use the ideas of system, model, change, and scale in 
exploring scientific and technological matters.  

a. Observe and explain how parts can be related to other parts in a system such as the 
role of simple machines in complex machines.  

b. Understand that different models (such as physical replicas, pictures, and analogies) 
can be used to represent the same thing.  
 
 

S8CS6. Students will communicate scientific ideas and activities clearly.  
a. Write clear, step-by-step instructions for conducting scientific investigations, 

operating a piece of equipment, or following a procedure.  
b. Write for scientific purposes incorporating information from a circle, bar, or line 

graph, data tables, diagrams, and symbols.  
c. Organize scientific information in appropriate tables, charts, and graphs, and identify 

relationships they reveal.  

 
S8CS7. Students will question scientific claims and arguments effectively.  

a. Question claims based on vague attributions (such as “Leading doctors say...”) or on 
statements made by people outside the area of their particular expertise.  

b. Identify the flaws of reasoning in arguments that are based on poorly designed 
research (e.g., facts intermingled with opinion, conclusions based on insufficient evidence 

c. Question the value of arguments based on small samples of data, biased samples, or 
samples for which there was no control.  
d. Recognize that there may be more than one way to interpret a given set of findings.  

 
The Nature of Science  
S8CS8. Students will be familiar with the characteristics of scientific knowledge 

and how it is achieved.  
Students will apply the following to scientific concepts:  

a. When similar investigations give different results, the scientific challenge is to judge 
whether the differences are trivial or significant, which often requires further study. Even with 
similar results, scientists may wait until an investigation has been repeated many times before 
accepting the results as meaningful.  

b. When new experimental results are inconsistent with an existing, well-established 
theory, scientists may pursue further experimentation to determine whether the results are 
flawed or the theory requires modification.  

c. As prevailing theories are challenged by new information, scientific knowledge may 
change.  

 
S8CS9. Students will understand the features of the process of scientific inquiry.  
Students will apply the following to inquiry learning practices:  



a. Investigations are conducted for different reasons, which include exploring new 
phenomena, confirming previous results, testing how well a theory predicts, and 
comparing different theories. Scientific investigations usually involve collecting 
evidence, reasoning, devising hypotheses, and formulating explanations to make 
sense of collected evidence.  

b. Scientific investigations usually involve collecting evidence, reasoning, devising 
hypotheses, and formulating explanations to make sense of collected evidence.  

c. Scientific experiments investigate the effect of one variable on another. All other 
variables are kept constant.  

d. Scientists often collaborate to design research. To prevent this bias, scientists conduct 
independent studies of the same questions.  

e. Accurate record keeping, data sharing, and replication of results are essential for 
maintaining an investigator’s credibility with other scientists and society.  

f. Scientists use technology and mathematics to enhance the process of scientific 
inquiry.  
g. The ethics of science require that special care must be taken and used for human 

subjects and animals in scientific research. Scientists must adhere to the appropriate rules and 
guidelines when conducting research.  
 
 

Co-Requisite – Content  
 
S8P1. Students will examine the scientific view of the nature of matter.  

a. Distinguish between atoms and molecules.  
b. Describe the difference between pure substances (elements and compounds) and mixtures.  
c. Describe the movement of particles in solids, liquids, gases, and plasmas states.  
d. Distinguish between physical and chemical properties of matter as physical (i.e., density, 
melting point, boiling point) or chemical (i.e., reactivity, combustibility).  
e. Distinguish between changes in matter as physical (i.e., physical change) or chemical 
(development of a gas, formation of precipitate, and change in color).  
f. Recognize that there are more than 100 elements and some have similar properties as shown 

on the Periodic Table of Elements.  
g. Identify and demonstrate the Law of Conservation of Matter.  

 
S8P2. Students will be familiar with the forms and transformations of 
energy.  

a. Explain energy transformation in terms of the Law of Conservation of Energy.  
b. Explain the relationship between potential and kinetic energy.  
c. Compare and contrast the different forms of energy (heat, light, electricity, 

mechanical motion, sound) and their characteristics.  
d. Describe how heat can be transferred through matter by the collisions of atoms 

(conduction) or through space (radiation). In a liquid or gas, currents will facilitate the transfer 
of heat (convection).  

 



S8P3. Students will investigate relationship between force, mass, and the 
motion of objects.  

a. Determine the relationship between velocity and acceleration.  
b. Demonstrate the effect of balanced and unbalanced forces on an object in terms of 

gravity, inertia, and friction.  
c. Demonstrate the effect of simple machines (lever, inclined plane, pulley, wedge, 

screw, and wheel and axle) on work.  
 

S8P4. Students will explore the wave nature of sound and electromagnetic 
radiation.  

a. Identify the characteristics of electromagnetic and mechanical waves.  
b. Describe how the behavior of light waves is manipulated causing reflection, refraction 

diffraction, and absorption.  
c. Explain how the human eye sees objects and colors in terms of wavelengths.  
d. Describe how the behavior of waves is affected by medium (such as air, water, solids).  
e. Relate the properties of sound to everyday experiences.  
f. Diagram the parts of the wave and explain how the parts are affected by changes in 

amplitude and pitch.  
 

S8P5. Students will recognize characteristics of gravity, electricity, and 
magnetism as major kinds of forces acting in nature.  

a. Recognize that every object exerts gravitational force on every other object and that 
the force exerted depends on how much mass the objects have and how far apart they are.  

b. Demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of series and parallel circuits and 
how they transfer energy.  

c. Investigate and explain that electric currents and magnets can exert force on each 
other.  
 


